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Archangels 101 Doreen Virtue Archangel Gabriel
Bestselling author, Doreen Virtue, brings you this enlightening book on connecting with your inner calling; recognition of your higher purpose;
and spiritual power for healing. Doreen describes her innate spiritual gifts, such as psychic communication and spiritual healing abilities. She
tells us how we all have these innate gifts, and provides The Lightworker's Way as a guidebook on how to bring these abilities to fruition. The
Lightworker's Way will help you to set your spirit free, teaching you how to have miracles in your life as an everyday experience. It tells you
how to divinely plan your life, heighten your psychic receptivity, open your third eye, make peace with God, and much, much, more.
Legions of loving and trustworthy archangels watch over us, and you can develop an even closer relationship with them by learning their
names and specialties. In this uplifting nondenominational book, Doreen Virtue guides you in connecting with her 15 favorite archangels; and
you’ll read true stories from people who received protection, miraculous healings, and amazing guidance from these beloved heavenly
beings. Archangels want to help each and every one of you live healthier and happier lives. As unlimited beings, archangels can assist
everyone simultaneously, and this fascinating book will teach you which archangels to call upon for various situations. Whether you’re new to
working with angels, or someone who has believed in angels all your life, you’ll want to refer to Archangels 101 again and again.
Messages from Your Angels is a sequel to the bestselling Angel Therapy, 75,000 sold! This is a channeled book that contains uplifting and
fresh information from the angelic realm. The angels, including Archangel Michael, provide healing messages that help readers to heal from
emotional pain, find their life's purpose, understand their love life, and make decisions about important life areas. Doreen receives many
letters from people who find Angel Therapy a steady source of comfort and guidance. Many people keep Angel Therapy next to their bed, and
open it randomly, like an oracle. Messages from Your Angels will offer new levels of comfort, inspiration, and guidance, and will function as a
divination tool as well.
One of the most common ways in which angels speak to us is by showing us repetitive number sequences. Since the publication of her best-
selling book Angel Numbers, Doreen Virtue has received even more information from the angels about the meaning of number sequences
such as 111, 444, 1234, and so forth. Angel Numbers 101 clearly explains how to receive accurate messages from your angels and heavenly
loved ones whenever you see repetitive number sequences on telephone numbers, license plates, receipts, clocks, and such. Every
message is completely updated for increased accuracy in understanding your angels’ messages. This handy reference guide is small
enough to fit into a purse or desk drawer so you’ll always know what your angels are saying.
Guide to Working and Healing with Divinities and Deities. Archangels and Ascended Masters is a thoroughly researched book in a lively
encyclopedia format, listing 77 divinities from Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Asian, Babylonian, Tibetan, Buddhist, Celtic, Theosophical, New Age,
Catholic, Cabalistic, Jewish, and Christian roots. Doreen Virtue carefully studied and wrote about the history of each of the deities, what role
they serve today, how they can help us with specific life problems, and how to call upon each one. Doreen spent time in communication with
each divinity to ensure that the being was reachable, and to discover the essence of his or her personality and current dealings with the world
- and within these pages, she includes a channeled message or impression from each of the ascended masters and archangels. Many of her
channelings were conducted at power points throughout the world, such as Stonehenge in England; the Irish coast; Kona, Hawaii; and the
New Zealand rain forest. A comprehensive chart lists a number of life situations such as Addictions, Finding a Soulmate, Emergency Money,
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Healing Physical Illness, and various personal and family concerns. Beneath each topic is a list of whom to call upon when dealing with that
particular challenge. Doreen also includes prayers to help you call upon multiple divinities for specific issues such as ''increased clairvoyance''
and ''resolving conflict.''
A powerful guide to open your life to the wisdom and healing of the Angels and their love for us • Contains instructions from the 12
Archangels on how to transform our deepest fears and hurts from the past • Includes Angelic guided visualizations on working with Angels to
access the healing power of the chakras and to manifest with the creative imagination • Contains 48 specific messages from the Angels,
designed for quick access to practical guidance when needed in daily life Angels are loving forces in our lives. Each of us has the ability to
communicate with them if we open our minds to their teachings. Belinda Womack was a believer in Angels until the age of 12, when she
decided she wanted to become a scientist. Years later, working in a biology lab, she found herself in the presence of the Archangel Gabriel
and realized her calling as a spiritual conduit for Angelic healing and support. In this book she shares lessons, practices, and daily guidance
from the 12 Archangels to help us listen to and heal our wounded inner child, release our fears, and enact deep subconscious transformation.
Each word, transmitted directly from the 12 Archangels, carries their love, so that when read, the love is absorbed into the reader’s mind and
supports the release of our deepest wounds and fears. The tools and exercises shift your vibration so results are both felt and experienced
immediately. Each message awakens your innate spiritual power to rebuild destroyed self-esteem, lifting you higher in vibration and allowing
life to be filled with the power of your own divinity. The book includes Angelic guided visualizations on working with Angels to access the
healing power of the chakras and to manifest with the creative imagination, as well as specific messages from the 12 Archangels designed for
quick access to practical guidance when Angelic support is needed in daily life. As Belinda Womack shows, by opening ourselves to the
support of the 12 Archangels, we can move out of the past and into Heaven’s abundance, heal our inner wounds, and shift our vibration to
one of unconditional love for self, others, Mother Earth, and the Universe.
An unemployed single mother opens a prosperous business. A pennypincher overcomes his stingy habits. A widow uncovers a creative talent
that evolves into a profession. These and other true stories, recounted by Richard Webster in Uriel, demonstrate the impact this powerful
archangel has had on countless lives. Known for transforming misfortunes into blessings, Uriel can heal emotional trauma, enhance
creativity, enhance prosperity, develop intuition, and bring tranquility. Whether you need spiritual enlightenment, creative inspiration, or
prophetic insight, the practical techniques in this book—involving meditation, color, music, and crystals—can put you in touch with the Angel of
Salvation.
This book connects you with Heaven’s help to fill in the gaps of manifestation teaching. We all think we know what we want, but we don’t
know that what we want will actually bring us happiness. This book encourages us to step back from whatever it is we are dreaming about,
recheck our priorities, work on potential karmic and past-life blocks we may not have known about, and then move forward with a more open
mind that is less prone to attracting disappointment. Once you take more responsibility for your thoughts and energy/emotions, you’ll be able
to fine-tune your life and use your God-given power of manifestation to attract benefits rather than obstacles. You’ll learn how to: • Work with
Divine Timing and the Power of Prayer with Archangel Sandalphon • Frame Your Desires through Visualization and Affirmations with
Archangel Gabriel • Harness the Power of Your Inner Passion with Archangel Nathaniel • Clear Your Fears of Happiness with Archangel
Michael • Release Karmic Attachments and Cut Past-Life Cords with Archangel Raziel • Heal from Past Pain with Archangel Raphael
This is a long awaited book. It always seemed that it was Kevin's task to write it. He was the mouth piece for the Archangel Metatron and the
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Ascended Master Djwhal Khul. Kevin left the incarnation in June 2009 without starting. The words you are now holding in your hand are a gift
from Spirit; from Kevin, Metatron and Djwhal Khul. In this book there are not just words but through it flows healing and inspiration. It includes
channellings, meditations, mini processes and an Archangelic Horoscopes. Some of the ideas may be new and challenging. It is my prayer
that it informs, inspires and above all revolutionise the way Healing, Health and The Angelic Kingdom are viewed. Christine Core Angelic
Reiki is the pure joy of working hand in hand with the Angelic Kingdom of light. Angels have guided you to this place. They are around you
now inviting you to be their servant on earth. Angelic Reiki is the pure joy of working intimately with the Angelic Kingdom of Light. “A loving
tribute to her husband Kevin and his work, the book he was unable to write. Christine Core presents the birth, growth and purpose of Angelic
Reiki with beautiful clarity, proving it to be a unique and sacred gift to humanity. This book is packed full of profound spiritual truths and gives
the reader uncompromising insights into our journey on the spiritual path. A must read for all those wishing to deepen their connection to the
angelic realms.” Claire, Paradigm Shift Magazine
No longer must you suffer with chronic or acute pain! In this book, Doreen Virtue and Robert Reeves (a successful Australian naturopath)
explain how you can reduce or eliminate physical discomfort with their unique blend of natural and spiritual healing methods. You’ll
understand the origin of, and reasons for, your pain; and, rather than just covering up symptoms, you’ll be guided in building a foundation of
true wellness. Living Pain-Free contains detailed guidelines for healing, taking you through the research and offering recommendations for
nutrition, exercise, and physical and energetic therapeutic methods. Learn which modalities may be best for you, and how to get well without
the need for harsh chemical drugs or surgery. You’ll also be inspired by stories shared by readers and clients who were able to relieve their
pain with the help of the angels. Don’t allow pain to hold you back any longer. Underneath your suffering is a perfectly comfortable, healthy
body. Within these pages you will find out how to ease pain naturally so you can reveal it. Get ready to enjoy life again!
If you've always wanted to feel protected & free but often feel vulnerable, unprotected, & unsafe then keep reading... Do you feel like you
need protection from many situations that you can't seem to manage yourself? Have you been unable to fully express yourself the way you
want without letting outside energy negatively affect you? Do you want to finally say goodbye to your unease & fear, & discover what will
actually work for you? Becoming protected, confident, abundant, & joyful doesn't have to be difficult, even if you've tried to connect with the
Archangels before & nothing helped you. Without aligning with Archangel Michael's energy, you will regularly find that other people's energy
will throw off your goals & dreams. It's easier than you think to live an abundant & fulfilled life, free of harmful energies surrounding &
imposing your space. "Everything is energy. Match the frequency of the reality you want and you cannot help but get that reality. It can be no
other way. This is not philosophy. This is physics." - Albert Einstein Rub your hands together vigorously for a few seconds & then pull them
slowly apart. Can you feel that tingling? That's energy! You're feeling your aura radiating around your hands. Michael is a divine powerful
energy & can protect you in ways that you never could on your own. It's no accident that you clicked on this page. This is coming into your life
at the perfect time. This moment has been divinely orchestrated to help you enjoy a fulfilling & happy life. Here's just a tiny fraction of what
you'll discover: This divine shielding secret that protects your pets and loved ones Why you've been giving off the wrong kind of energy &
hurting your connection with the Archangel The essential recalibration mantra that easily frees you from any attachment to fear & ego Why
these public places you're visiting are FATAL to your energy levels & aura (& how to fix it) Why your therapist may be damaging your aura &
letting in more negative energy! How you're unknowingly trading your positive energy for your friends/family members negative energy The
insider's chakra cleansing prayer that will open you to the divine (& which gem to use with it) The evidence YOU CAN TOUCH that tells you
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when Archangel Michael is close to you The 7 step secret formula to manifest what you truly desire with the Archangel Michael energy
BONUS! 10 MIN GUIDED MEDITATION MP3 INSIDE! ...& much more! Take a second to imagine how you'll feel once your feelings of fear &
vulnerability are cleansed & you're able to manifest what you truly desire. Michael's energy is not limited to those that spend hours meditating
every day. This guide will allow you to call upon Michael even if you're a nonbeliever, have never meditated, or have never even read a
spiritual book before. So if you have a burning desire to feel peace that you haven't felt in a long time & flood your life with goodness then
scroll up & click "Buy Now".
World of Archangels is a spiritual masterpiece designed by Archangel Uriel that retraces the self-realization process that allows you to
interact with some of the most influential Beings in this Universe. Each chapter continues a powerful journey with descriptive meditations and
entrancing stories of the ethereal world!
"Do you have a book about angels for someone who’s a complete beginner?"Doreen Virtue frequently hears this question at her workshops,
and usually points them to her book Healing with the Angels. Yet, even that book is a bit advanced for newcomers. One morning she clearly
saw and heard the title Angels 101, and Doreen knew that the angels wanted her to write a very basic and elementary book. Angels 101is a
nondenominational overview of who the angels are; their role in various spiritual texts and religions; the ways that angels help us and how to
call upon them; information on guardian angels, archangels, and departed loved ones; and frequently asked questions about the angels. No
matter where you are on a spiritual or religious path, this book is sure to deepen your understanding and love of the angels—and it makes the
perfect gift for someone new to these concepts!
Studies have shown it takes only 21 days for a new habit to take root. If there's a spiritual skill you've always wanted to take advantage of, the
answer is only 21 days away with the 21 Days to Mastery Series. Doreen Virtue is the creator of Angel Therapy®, a system that allows you to
connect with the heavenly power of angels. Angels can be called on to help with all of your problems: health, love, friendship, pets or even
machinery! In just 21 days, you'll discover the method to contact these incredible celestial powers. Following some of Doreen Virtue's best-
loved texts about getting in touch with archangels, ascended masters and all other powerful spiritual beings, this quick and easy to follow
course is perfect for daily use. Whenever you're faced with a problem, you can call on the angels. This guide puts their power into your
hands, wherever you are.
When Doreen and her son Grant Virtue were recording podcasts, they noticed that whenever she said the word angel, the recording graphics
were shaped like angel wings! So they studied the other words she said and realized that those with a spiritual or loving basis had large
graphs. So they experimented with saying negative words and found that their appearance was completely different: tight and small. Similar
to Masaru Emoto’s work with water crystals, Angel Words gives visual proof of the power and impact of speaking in a loving way. You’ll
come to understand why positive words express the most energy and therefore have the most power to manifest your dreams. You'll also see
how negative words have low energy and read how they can actually draw negative experiences to you. This unforgettable book will
immediately motivate you to choose positive words!
When a group of powerful fairies contacted Doreen Virtue, her life became an enchanting story of healings, manifestation, and true love.
Healing with the Fairies is Doreen's very personal story of how the fairies helped her deal with a divorce and prepare herself for a spiritually
based relationship. In this truly inspired book, you'll read how the fairies introduced Doreen to her lifelong soulmate, a man who she later
discovered was the boy-next-door she'd had a childhood crush on. You'll also learn, along with Doreen, about the fairies' incredible powers of
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manifestation. Doreen shares what the dolphins, mermaids, dragonflies, and other members of the elemental kingdom taught her. You'll see
that the fairies have the ability to help you create and attract miracles, and this book can teach you how to work with them to empower and
heal your entire life!
When you clear away negative energy residues from fear and worry, your natural spiritual power awakens. This innate power allows you to
know the future; freely communicate with God and the angels; and heal yourself, others, and the planet. In Chakra Clearing, Doreen Virtue
guides you through meditations and visualizations to clear your chakras, which activates your inborn healing and psychic abilities. Enclosed
you’ll also find a download link for meditative audio that complements the material in the book. The audio starts with a morning meditation
designed to begin your day with a bright, positive energy frequency and surround you with healing light. The relaxing evening meditation that
follows clears away energy that you may have absorbed during the day, and invites angels to enter your dreams and give you divine
messages.
Mermaids are powerful and graceful inhabitants of the waters who can teach us about harnessing the unconscious mind’s ability to attract,
create, and manifest . . . while having a fun and playful life! In this latest entry into her best-selling 101book series (which include Angels 101,
Archangels 101, and Fairies 101), Doreen Virtue gives you the fascinating history of mermaids and mermen from Atlantis and beyond. You’ll
read about people’s true experiences with mermaids, and learn how you can unleash more manifestation power by tapping into your inner
merperson. You’ll also see images of ancient and modern mermaids, including photos and descriptions of men and women who wear
neoprene mermaid tails and swim in oceans, pools, and lakes alongside whales, dolphins, and other wildlife. Mermaids 101 is a wonderful
reference guide for anyone who is fascinated with this magical underwater world.
Angels have been with us in every time and culture, and in many religious traditions. Ask Your Angels vividly chronicles how they are
currently reaching out to every one of us in a totally new way, bridging our physical reality with their pure spiritual energy. From historical
writings and widespread contemporary experience that includes their own workshops, the authors show us how we can draw on the power of
angels to reconnect with our lost inner selves and to achieve our goals, whether they be better relationships, healing an illness, or recovery
from addiction To align with the angelic energy field, you will use five simple steps, as well as exercises, meditations, and visualizations, to
learn how to talk with your angels—in your mind, in letters, in dreams, on a computer—and ask their guidance in matters from the inspired to
the mundane. From Gabriel, Michael, Raphael, and Uriel to the angels of birth and death, from the Earth Angel to the guardian or companion
angel who is your personal teacher, comforter, and intimate friend, this guide will introduce you to humor, wisdom, and companionship that
come from contact with angels, for they are a doorway to the Divine within us.
One of the most common ways in which angels speak to us is by showing us repetitive number sequences. Since the publication of her best-
selling book Angel Numbers, Doreen Virtue has received even more information from the angels about the meaning of number sequences
such as 111, 444, 1234, and so forth. Angel Numbers 101 clearly explains how to receive accurate messages from your angels and heavenly
loved ones whenever you see repetitive number sequences on telephone numbers, license plates, receipts, clocks, and such. Every
message is completely updated for increased accuracy in understanding your angels' messages. This handy reference guide is small enough
to fit into a purse or desk drawer so you'll always know what your angels are saying.
Two leading spiritual teachers share new, high-frequency ascending information—so that you can accelerate your journey to the light Since
2012, the energy on this planet has changed considerably, with much more high-frequency energy coming in. In addition, many of the tools
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and techniques we have been using on the ascension path have moved to a new vibration with different geometric set-ups. Diana Cooper
and Tim Whild have been working with the angels for many years and believe that people are ready to receive this higher-level information.
The Archangels are stepping in to help you to ascend your frequency to the fifth dimension and beyond. In The Archangel Guide to
Ascension, they offer clear steps to accelerate your journey to the light. These steps are sequential so that your path will be smooth and
clear. Each chapter offers guidance about the Archangels, information about the step you are on, and a visualization to assist you. Archangel
Metatron, who vibrates with the number 55, is overlighting the whole book, and will be with you as you work with the guidance it offers.
When Doreen Virtue visited Santorini Island in Greece recently, she was contacted by a powerful group of angels calling themselves the
"angels of Atlantis." Doreen was then taken on an amazing spiritual adventure, where she uncovered the ancient secrets of the healing
temples of the lost civilizations of Atlantis. Doreen found that her previous healing work with the angels, as well as the thousands of case
studies of angelic healing that she’d amassed over the years, dovetailed perfectly with the messages from the angels of Atlantis. Part
spiritual adventure story and part reference book, Angel Medicine is a three-part work that relates the exciting story of Doreen’s recovery of
memories of Atlantean healing methods along with messages from the Egyptian and Greek prophet and deity Hermes and the angels. The
second and third parts of the book reveal the scientific studies, case studies, methods, and charts supporting the importance of love and light
in healing. Whether you want to heal yourself or someone else, you’re sure to gain additional faith and understanding from reading Angel
Medicine.
Difficult relationships and challenging situations all come down to one thing- drama. In this groundbreaking book, Doreen Virtue guides you
through the process of determining your Drama Quotient. You'll discover how much stress you are unnecessarily tolerating and absorbing
from other people and the situations you find yourself in. Doreen explains the physiological reasons why you can become addicted to high-
drama relationships, jobs, and lifestyles, and how to heal from this cycle. You'll come to understand why traumatic events from the past may
have triggered post-traumatic symptoms, including anxiety, weight gain, and addictions-and you'll learn natural and scientifically supported
methods for restoring balance to your body and your life. Doreen show you how to- Deal with relatives, friends, and co-workers who are
'hooked' on drama Assess your own level of drama addiction Stop allowing negativity in your life Relieve stress and bring about inner peace
Go on an overall Drama Detox to clear away negativity, and let your light shine through!
In Virtues first novel, which is based on thoroughly researched historical, biblical, archaeological, and culturally accurate information, readers
see how the meeting between King Solomon and Makeda, the Queen of Sheba, changed both of their lives forever.
This easy-to-use deck is appropriate for beginners as well as those experienced with divination cards. Angel Therapy is a powerful
healing and guidance process that involves working with your guardian angels and the archangels (particularly Michael and
Raphael). These oracle cards and the enclosed guidebook give you action steps to take that will initiate healing; help you release
fears and emotional blocks; and give you messages about your life purpose, relationships, manifestations, and more.Each card
features a gorgeous painting of angels and a message or answer for you, and is suitable for both children and adults. The
guidebook walks you through the steps for giving an oracle reading for yourself or others, and outlines the extended meanings
behind each card.
This primer on celestial beings provides a non-denominational overview of whoangels are and what their role can be in people's
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lives.
As you read this fascinating book, you'll find that you can heal yourself and others; rapidly manifest your heart's desires; and
commune with angels, goddesses, fairies, and ascended masters! In this true spiritual adventure story and reference book,
Doreen writes about the enlightened beings who can unlock the magical gifts within you. In Part I, you'll travel with Doreen through
a Sedona sweat lodge, the Polynesian island of Moorea, a goddess temple at the Isle of Avalon, and other exotic locations. You'll
read the powerful messages she received from Mother Mary while visiting Lourdes, and you'll peek over Doreen's shoulder as she
gives psychic readings and receives information about Lemuria, merpeople, and the new Rainbow Children. Part II alphabetically
lists and describes the attributes of goddesses and angels in an easy-to-use guide that will help you awaken your innate spiritual
abilities.
Work with the Angels to Detox Your Body and EnergyDetoxing with the help of your angels is a gentle way to release impurities
from your body, reduce fatigue, and heal addictions. Best-selling author Doreen Virtue and naturopath Robert Reeves teach you
simple steps to increase your energy and mental focus, banish bloating, feel and look more youthful, and regain your sense of
personal power. In the process, you’ll rid your life of physical toxins, as well as negative emotions and energies. Angel Detox
guides you step-by-step on how to detox your diet, lifestyle, and relationships. You’ll learn how to minimize or eliminate cravings
for unhealthful food and substances, feel motivated, and enjoy wellness in all areas of your life. This book also includes 7-Day
Detox Plans for those wanting to quit smoking or drinking, or to flush out environmental pollution.
Archangels 101Hay House, Inc
How to Hear Your Angels is a step-by-step manual on how to clearly receive messages from your angels and guides. The material
was culled from Doreen Virtue's best-selling book Messages from Your Angels and from her workshops. Doreen has been
assigning this reading material to her Angel Therapy Practitioner students for many years, and at their request has compiled the
information in this handy book. Within these pages, you'll discover your communication ''style'' so that you can more easily
recognize the visions, words, thoughts, and feelings you receive as Divine guidance. The book is filled with charts to help you
discern the difference between true Divine guidance and the voice of the ego, and it will help you engage in clear and
understandable conversations with Heaven.
Archangel Raphael is among the top angels - for his powerful strength and capacity to heal any illness. This book is all you need to
know about getting in touch with Archangel Raphael, and outlines the many ways he can help you in your own life. Whether it's a
life-threatening condition, a painful injury, or an annoying health issue, Archangel Raphael is able to heal it! In this inspiring book,
Doreen Virtue shows you why Archangel Raphael has long been regarded as the healing angel. He's a nondenominational miracle
worker who helps everyone who asks. The true stories of miraculous healings within these pages will give you hope and faith that
heaven does hear you. You'll read the ways in which Raphael answers your prayers, and learn how to recognize his health-saving
advice. You'll also discover how Raphael guides current and aspiring healers, as well as how he can help your friends and loved
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ones, including your pets.
Learn about the archangels who work with your birth chart in Doreen Virtue’s Angel Astrology 101. Co-authored by the widely
published astrologist and Angel Therapist Yasmin Boland, this is the first book to combine angelology and astrology. The 12
beautifully illustrated and easy-to-understand chapters describe the personality characteristics of each of the Sun, Moon, Mercury,
Venus, Mars, and Rising (Ascendant) signs, as well as which archangels to call upon in association with them. Angel Astrology
101 is perfect for anyone who is new to these subjects—but it also offers plenty of fresh insights and material for those who have
long worked with either astrology or the angels.
In this uplifting nondenominational book, Virtue explains how to connect to 15 archangels. She includes true stories from people
who received protection, miraculous healings, and amazing guidance from these beloved heavenly beings.
"Archangel Gabriel is the famous messenger angel from the Christmas story of Luke. In this compelling book, Doreen Virtue offers
more information on the history and characteristics of Gabriel, to increase your knowledge of and connection with this remarkable
angel. Gabriel is still with us, helping people be messenger angels--including teachers, writers, musicians, and artists--and helping
parents conceive, adopt, and raise their children. You'll read true stories of people who were miraculously aided by Gabriel, and
learn how you, too, can receive assistance with your messenger work and parenting."--Www.amazon.com.
In this enlightening work, Virtue teaches the many ways in which the Archangel Michael brings peace to people everywhere. The
book includes fascinating true stories of how Michael has protected people while driving, safeguarded their children, and more.
Doreen Virtue has taught her Angel Therapy Practitioner course since 1997, helping thousands to learn the skills of spiritual
healing and psychic readings in concert with the angels and archangels. Now, she has amassed the tools, secrets, and exercises
that she teaches her students in a comprehensive handbook. Whether you’re a professional healer, or just want to polish your
natural spiritual gifts, this handbook is a vital reference tool that you can refer to again and again.
Get Answers and Courage with the Archangel Power Tarot Cards It's not enough to receive answers? you also need courage,
motivation, and empowerment to take steps based on those answers. Now you can receive accurate guidance in a gentle way and
get the confidence to act upon it! You'll feel driven to move forward with positive life changes, with the help of the archangels who
guide you in the Archangel Power Tarot Cards. Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine created this 78-card deck for highly
sensitive people who need encouragement to put their Divine messages into action. These cards retain the magic of traditional
tarot, with beautiful and inspiring words and imagery. The accompanying guidebook gives you step-by-step instructions on how to
conduct trustworthy tarot readings for yourself and others.
Since the publication of her best-selling book Earth Angels (more than 80,000 copies sold), Doreen Virtue presented workshops
about these lightworkers to several international audiences, which yielded additional information about the various realms that
these beings originate from. In addition to the “core realms” that Doreen discussed in the first book (Incarnated Angels, Incarnated
Elementals, Star People, and Wise Ones), some new realms have been discovered. In Realms of the Earth Angels, Doreen
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discusses the original Earth Angels book, plus gives updated descriptions about the new realms, which include Mystic Angels (half-
angel, half-wise one); Leprechauns (half-elemental, half-wise one); Merpeople; Knights; and more. As with the original book, you,
the reader, can take an expanded quiz to help you recognize your own realm. Each realm has its own chapter, with Earth Angel
characteristics, suggestions, advice, and case studies.
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